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  	Restaurant Wiener Wirtschaft






	Start


    
          

  Restaurant - Wiener Wirtschaft



  What you like to eat.  But never cook at home. Welcome to the Wiener Wirtschaft.




            Opening hours of the Wiener Wirtschaft

      
  
      
      Montag - Samstag
11.30 - 15.00 und 18.00 - 23.00

Warme Küche:
Montag - Samstag
11.30 - 14.00 und 18.00 - 22.00

+43 1 22 111 364
 servus@wienerwirtschaft.com
    

      





Your Table
	
		
			
				
				
        		
				
				


            Lunch menue from Mo-FR

      
  
      
      Monday till Friday
from 11.30 till 14.00
(except holidays)

Soup of the day & Choice between two main dishes 

Dish of the day 11.90 
Soup of the day 3.20 
Vitamin-Kick (small mixed salad) 2.90 
For those with a sweet tooth - selection of desserts on the menu

    

      





			

			
				
				
        		
				
				
			

		

	





        
  
      
      "Schmankerl" comes from tasting.

We cook classics and seasonal specialties with culinary creativity. Of course, everything is freshly prepared for you. But that's obvious. Otherwise we wouldn't be the Wiener Wirtschaft.
    

      







        
  
        


     
    

  
    
          
          
          
          
          
        

[image: A man and a woman sitting at a table, toasting each other and having plates with food in front of them]    




  

      
  
      Enjoy a delicious meal in the 4th district of Vienna
  

        
      Enjoyment in a cozy way.

The classics of Viennese cuisine - whether schnitzel, liver, goulash or baked champions. Where can you still get them today? Above all, authentically and in a genuinely cozy setting. Welcome to the Wiener Wirtschaft.
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      Cozy guest garden of the Viennese economy
  

        
      A drink in the garden.

If you understand the word Schanigarten, you'll love the food. Five cozy tables outside to linger and enjoy. In the middle of the neighborhood of the Viennese Freihausviertel. Cheers and bon appétit. In the Wiener Wirtschaft.
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      Cozy and down to earth restaurant in Vienna
  

        
      Together is the most beautiful.

Comfortable or festive. At Wiener Wirtschaft, there are three areas and rooms that you can reserve individually. From a baptism in a small setting to a festive banquet. Of course with a matching menu or catering.
    

  







            Unfortunately without the smell of the food.

      
  
      
      If the image gallery has your mouth watering right now, wait until you enjoy the cuisine. We are sure you will feel comfortable in the casual atmosphere. See you soon at Wiener Wirtschaft.
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                            Beef Tartare from Alpine Ox
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                            Cheek of ox
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                            Spicy oven potatoes, vegan
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                            Real Viennese apple strudel
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                            Duet of Salmon
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                            Hungarian style goulash
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                            Autumn salad
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                            Chocolate and Cherry Kiss
                        

  






        
  
      
      We look forward to seeing you.

Restaurant Wiener Wirtschaft
Wiedner Hauptstr. 27-29
1040

 +43 1 22 111 364
servus@wienerwirtschaft.com

Montag - Samstag
11.30 - 15.00 und 18.00 - 23.00 
 Warme Küche:
Montag - Samstag
11.30 - 14.00 und 18.00 - 22.00 

    

      





Your Table    
      


    
      
	  
	    	   
	
  
    

      

  
    



            Have a look
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															Aperitif in the bar of the Wiener Wirtschaft
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               [image: A long table and several smaller tables with chairs stand in the dining room of a restaurant]

            					
					
					
															A restaurant that is suitable for any occasion
							

	     
		      			
				  					  
						
              
               

               [image: Festively set table with white tablecloths, white napkins, silver cutlery, wine glasses and a flower arrangement]

            					
					
					
															At the Erzherzog Rainer we will of course adjust to your occasion in the best possible way
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															Eating like at home
							

	     
		      			
				  					  
						
              
               

               [image: A set table with white tablecloths, white napkins, wine glasses and beautiful cutlery]

            					
					
					
															Celebrate special occasions in the capital of Austria
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															Spend a leisurely afternoon in the Schanigarten
							

	     
		      			
				  					  
						
              
               

               [image: View into a ballroom in Hotel Erzherzog Rainer with several set tables in table form and green chairs]

            					
					
					
															Plenty of space for the event of your choice
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															Cozy guest garden of the Viennese economy
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															Cozy and down to earth restaurant in Vienna
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															Enjoy a delicious meal in the 4th district of Vienna
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															Delicious goose
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															Sweet desserts
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															The quick lunch buffet
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															Delicious salads, small appetizers and much more at the lunch buffet
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	Monday - Saturday
11.30 - 15.00 and 18.00 - 23.00
	Warm meals served:
Monday - Saturday
11.30 - 14.00 and 18.00 - 22.00




        
              Day          
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			The private hotels in the heart of Vienna
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                Schick Hotels Wien
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                            Hotel Stefanie
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                            Hotel Capricorno
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                            Hotel City Central
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                            city.central@schick-hotels.com
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